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Chapter 20:  The FIB1 Lunch: 

 

February became another month where the SBS 

Management were pleased with the Treasury results.  Treasury 

booked $.75 million in trading profits in the first week and all 

from the squeeze play against the spread relationship between 

the physical Jan ’98’s and Mar ’88 10yr Bond futures.   

SBS used opportunities to buy and sell both markets in 

reverse plays when better then fair value was on offer. The 

markets were second guessing what was happening and when 

SBS pushed yields and prices beyond the fair value line – the 

market was forced cover and in that rush the SBS covered its own 

positions.  Then the play would start over again from the opposite 

position and the process would repeat itself.   

Traders were being whipped both sides of the moves and 

this all added to the Jan ’98’s profile as the benchmark stock 

priced against the Mar futures contract.  All eyes were beginning 

to turn toward the SBS as the reason for the markets volatility 

increase.  These squeeze plays were attracting additional players 

and the volume they bought to the market gave them a liquidity 

base that began to help the SBS stage its plays.  

The alternative stocks in the market used for the Dec ’87 

futures closeout were the Mar ‘87’s and Sep ‘87’s.  Their spread 

relationships with the futures pricing was widening and becoming 

more inconsistent.  More and more traders were switching their 

trading stock holdings to the Jan ’98 maturity and its daily 

volumes were increasing as the other stocks lost appeal.  Rudi 

was feeding the liquidity of the Jan ‘98’s into the market from his 

holdings – making sure he was holding well over $100 million at 

any give time.  His average holdings were $150-$175 million 

depending on which side of the spread squeeze he was playing. 

                                         
1 Fixed Interest Brokers – (Bond Brokers) 
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During this phase of the strategy the SBS portfolio had 

pushed well beyond $500 million for the first time.  The size at 

the beginning of the month was $434 million, up from $350 

before SBS bid on the Tender.  It remained very heavily weighted 

in January ’98 bonds.  The weighted average maturity was just 

over six (6) year’s duration, having been above nine (9) years in 

the immediate period after the tender.  When the Jan ‘98’s 

lightened off - the resultant cash was placed on overnight 

markets pending its reuse when the spread was pushed back and 

the stock repurchased.   

The yields on the January ‘98’s had risen during the early 

period of February when the spread was pushed out.  Rudi had 

lightened SBS’s holdings and this was the reason for the 

correction.  As the yields rose to higher levels, Rudi replaced the 

stock he had previously sold at lower levels.   

The spot futures had pushed past the true maturity of the 

Jan ‘98s and the markets was accessing and beginning to accept 

the Jan ‘98’s as the single benchmark stock.   

This was how Rudi wanted the market to respond.  It would 

remain this way provided the Jan ’98’s had the supply and 

liquidity to satisfy the markets requirements.   

The play could be liken to a drug dealer getting his clients 

hooked on a particular drug, then raising the price of that drug 

when they were completely hooked and dependent.    

In early Feb ’88, Management finally gave into Rudi’s 

requests to hire a senior Bond Trader.  Smackers accepted for the 

position immediately and he joined SBS within days.  It felt like 

old times when he took up his desk next to Rudi.  He now felt he 

had someone close he could share his strategy with and someone 

who could play devils advocate with to help spot any flaws in the 

plan.     

Smackers had done most of his Bond dealings through a 

broker outfit called MMD Butlers and a broker called Colin Gilbert.  
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MMD Butler’s main competitors - FIB2 had for some months been 

monitoring the SBS impact in the market place.  They believed 

they were not getting a fair share of the SBS business.   

With Smackers now employed at SBS, FIB were now more 

concerned that the relationship Smackers had with Colin Gilbert 

and MMD Butlers, was going to shut them out completely.   

In the preceding months, FIB had been trying to land SBS as 

a whale client.  Rudi’s response to those advances were based on 

dealing with those he knew and trusted.  He liked to keep his 

brokers close and not spread his business too far.  There was no 

reason that could explain why Rudi did not push more business 

through FIB.  Rudi dealt with anybody from the market purely 

based on the best prices available.  Any dealer did the same and 

competition in the market place is natural.   

The problem from a broker’s perspective is the same as real 

estate agents who pester everybody to get listings.  Without them 

you do not attract the interest of buyers other than a cursory 

glance.  Most buyers always went to the bigger brokers/agents 

firstly because they had the most to choose from. 

Financial Markets broking works the same way.  The war 

between MMD Butlers, FIB, and Tullet and Tokyo was developing 

into a turf war and the bond market was the only arena left to 

battle over.   

Tullet’s had the lion’s share of the derivatives markets, 

swaps and the like.  MMD pretty much had the Bank Bill market 

to them selves, and the Fixed Interest market was up for grabs.  

FIB were solely brokers dealing in Fixed Interest markets and 

should have had that market locked up.  However - MMD Butler 

were giving them more than a fair run for the fixed interest 

broker business.   

FIB needed a killer blow to attract the fixed interest trader’s 

listings.  They had to try and kick MMD out of the game.  FIB 

                                         
2 Fixed Interest Brokers 
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decided that doing the SBS business was their key and set about 

trying to win their business after Smackers joined.  

FIB where headed up by Walter Quartermaine3, and their 

account was being handled by Steve Blowhard4.  Steve and Rudi 

shared a few lunches in the past and their relationship was solid.  

Yet, the percentage of the SBS business going to FIB was small 

when compared with the overall volume SBS were doing.  FIB 

wanted more of this business and Rudi knew that he needed a 

solid FI broker to assist with his strategy over the next month or 

so.   

To this aim Rudi was able to induce Steve from FIB that a 

meeting with his boss may be advantageous to both of them.  

Steve got the hint and arranged for a lunch meeting.  This was 

only days after Smackers had joined the SBS as their Fixed 

Interest dealer.   

The lunch included Rudi, Smackers, Quartermaine, and 

Blowhard.  It happened at a restaurant called Claudines on 

Macquarie St, opposite the NSW Parliament building.  It was a 

swanky establishment and Smackers or Rudi had never been 

there before.  This lunch was intended to impress the SBS boys.  

The main topic discussed was broker relationships, and any 

reasons why FIB were only getting a small portion of the SBS 

business.  More sensitive topics like, if there was a problem with 

the relationship, and the structure of a sliding-scale brokerage 

cost for volume deals was also talked about.  The final cut of the 

discussion came down to FIB wanting to know what they had to 

do to get more of the SBS business.   

FIB was aware of the rumours about the volume Rudi was 

pushing through the market.  They wanted some confirmation 

before they were prepared to make an offer on brokerage costs 

related to volume discounts.  This became a very productive 

meeting – each party had their agenda and they were getting 

                                         
3 Name change applied. 
4 Name change applied. 
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closer to doing a deal.  They both wanted the same thing but this 

‘rooster’ posturing by both parties was necessary to keep the 

collusion aspect out of the equation.   

Relationships like the one Rudi wanted with FIB take time to 

develop.  Most of the preliminary work to set up this arrangement 

had already been set in play prior to the lunch.  The first part of 

this lunch had broken the ice, and it was now up to Rudi and 

Quartermaine to get over their ego’s and let their hair down a bit.  

This began to happen mid-lunch and Rudi let some numbers go 

about the real volumes they were doing.  This impressed 

Quartermaine and he began to see the light on just what the SBS 

business could do for his operation.  From that point the lunch 

lightened up and the booze began to flow.   

Quartermaine knew what Rudi wanted from the relationship.  

He also knew what he had to do to get that business.  Market 

bonding happens like this - over boozy lunches and all the other 

vices a broker has to do to get his client to the end zone.  Once 

he is there the client begins to trust his broker and that trust is 

rarely broken.  Of course the broker has to be deserving of that 

trust, and the first time it is broken, the relationship is all over.   

This is the real reason the market chases staff between 

Broker houses.  Tthe allure of all those client lists commands the 

bigger salaries, and a share of the business that brokers can 

bring.  

Dealer’s dealing with other dealer’s can become an ego 

thing.  For the most dealers prefer to take that out of the 

equation.  Having made a decision to buy or sell, the process of 

chasing other dealers to get quotes and make the decision to deal 

or not can be time consuming and a flag to your intentions.  The 

alternative is seeing a price on a screen and yelling down a 

squawk box, ‘taken or given’ and the deal is done.   

Dealing with a broker takes any emotion out of the equation   

Dealer to dealer transactions were still a large part of the market 
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- however at the sharp end of the market dealing through brokers 

was where most of it all happened. 

Smackers was engaged in the conversation as much as he 

wanted to be given he had been only in the job a few days.  He 

told them about his broker relationship with Colin Gilbert at MMD.  

He said that Gilbert is a broker he got on with and if he came to 

work at FIB, it would make it a lot easier for him to hit the FIB 

line first if Gilbert happened to be on the other end of that line.    

That became an easy fix – in the next few days and with the 

events that transpired after lunch - Quartermaine went out and 

hired Gilbert.  Steve would still talk with both Rudi and Smackers, 

but Colin would also be in the mix.   

The lunch continued and became very liquid towards the 

end.  Steve Blowhard is a jockey size guy and can hold his liquor 

far beyond his weight range. He had been a broker a long time 

and knew how to hold his drink.  This day Steve was a little over 

matched for some reason.  They had started on the Armagnac 

cognac and cigars after the main course and had been chewing 

the fat on general market gossip for the last hour or so.  The time 

was pressing on to 3:00 pm and the markets had re-opened an 

hour earlier.  Rudi had his mobile to check in and the market 

remained subdued.   

The next ninety minutes or so was going to make this a day 

in the history annals of the Sydney Futures Exchange. 

 


